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Solution to TagWelding :

Each line contains two tag lines for movies. First,
identify the movies corresponding to the tag lines.
Then, the names of the two movies in each line con-
tain exactly one letter in the same position.

Movie 1 Movie 2
Psycho Apocalypse Now
Ghostbusters Chicken Run
Alien Apollo 13
Bonnie and Clyde Wayne’s World
Boogie Nights A Bug’s Life
Wall Street Ocean’s 11
Groundhog Day Dude Where’s My Car
Quiz Show Volcano
Clueless Deuce Bigalow: Male Gigolo
Dumb and Dumber Edward Scissorhands
Full Metal Jacket Four Weddings and a Funeral
Armageddon Jurassic Park
Tommy Boy There’s Something About Mary
Pleasantville The Fly

Reading the letters that the movie titles have in
common, top to bottom gives the phrase CHANGE
YOURFATE,which is the tag line for themovieBRAVE.
Congratulations to CoyoteCreed, Tom Griffin, and
Cenarius, who were the first three to submit the cor-
rect answer to last week’s puzzle on our website
(http://puzzle.berkeley.edu).

This column is the sixth inour ongoing series. (You
can find an archive of past columns on our web-
site). These puzzles have a TITLE, some flavortext,

and the content. Figuring out what to do with the
content is the hardest part. The title and flavortext
usually indicate the theme of the puzzle, and pro-
vide clues about how to manipulate the informa-
tion you’ve been given. The full meaning of these
clues may only be evident once you’ve figured out
what to do. Solving the puzzle requires extracting
an ANSWER, which will be a common English word
or short phrase. It should become clear when you’ve
found the answer. Sometimes you may think you
need to consult external information; that’s okay,
no resource is off-limits when solving. When you
think you know the answer, submit it on our website
(http://puzzle.berkeley.edu).

This week, we will be taking a break from the
usually scheduled puzzles and instead re-run an old
meta puzzle. Ameta puzzle is a puzzle formedby the
answers to other puzzles. Often, there is no other in-
formationgivenbesides those answers, so inorder to
get started solving you need to find patterns in the
words themselves.

Week 6: Metapuzzle

DOTING
REDUB

COLORED
ONES

STARTING
REDSTAR

COSTARRED
STARES
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